Background
Good healthcare leadership grounded in moral values supported by effective professional regulation should help to promote quality, safe practice. While the integration of leadership, ethics, and governance should be an integral part of all global health policy, there is little evidence to suggest that this is happening on the ground. Interdependence between leadership, ethics and governance has yet to be widely recognised, and in the case of policy development and implementation, practical benefits ought to ensue from taking a joined-up approach towards these issues.

This analysis indicates a two-fold educational need: a) for leadership training to include both ethics and governance, b) for healthcare professionals to have practical competencies that are relevant to the provision of global health. A doctor or nurse does not have to practise in sub-Saharan Africa or the Indian sub-continent, for instance in order to be faced with situations requiring these so-called ‘soft’ skills. I argue that core training for allied health professionals should include objectives that are specifically linked to delivering care in a global health environment, whether in the context of a walk-in clinic in the East End of London or in a community health centre in any modern, multi-cultural city.

By way of definition, healthcare governance can be taken to mean having properly constituted systems of administration and quality control in place, supported by legal redress able to deal with failures that arise in meeting professional standards. Furthermore, ethics can be said to refer simply to “questions concerning right and wrong conduct” and such issues should be the concern of every healthcare professional [1]. For this reason, on occasions when clinical conduct falls short of agreed normative standards, for example, such as those issued by the General Medical Council (UK), systems need to be in place so that healthcare leaders can respond to challenges by helping to promote safe standards of patient care [2].

The issue of good governance is multi-faceted and often difficult to address because it sometimes requires government intervention and support to help develop the requisite institutions, even if principles of self-regulation are the legal norm. While governance arrangements could be beyond the reach of healthcare educators, the wider point...
can still be made that effective health policy needs an appropriate degree of ethical compliance as well as effective governance in order for it to work well, whether in a hospital setting or within the wider community.

Methods
The methods used to support this analysis are qualitative, not quantitative, drawing on practical experience of policy development and curriculum design. Using principles of argumentation within the broad context of a right to health, I outline an approach towards the development of global health education designed to bring practical benefits in a range of settings, having particular regard to the healthcare needs of minority patients and people living in multi-ethnic communities [3].

Discussion
Governance, ethics and healthcare leadership form a triangle, and unless all three sides are firmly in place, the structure will be prone to collapse. Governance and ethics without good leadership will be no more effective than leadership without suitable governance arrangements in place to demonstrate respect for core ethical values. As noted in The Lancet (referring back a paper by Donabedian in 1966), “an ethical approach towards people is the foundation of a health system’s success. Where that ethical commitment is lacking, there can be no high-quality service” [4].

It could be argued that ethics and professionalism are most noticeable when they are absent, for instance, when poor clinical performance and/or unprofessional behaviour affect patient care or where healthcare professionals fail to show respect for patient rights and individual autonomy. Conversely, when governance arrangements work well and ethical values are respected, it should not be necessary to shout this from the rooftops because the facts will speak for themselves. When systems do not work well, however, it may be hard to identify the root causes and/or to rectify problems that have been identified. If these are deep-rooted and spread across systems, it could be hard to find effective strategies to put in place to try and address these deficiencies, especially if the will to change is missing and people in positions of power and influence are deriving benefit from unethical or corrupt practice [5, 6].

Healthcare leaders set the tone of the institutions where they work and leadership initiatives should be at their most effective if ethical values are understood and respected, while supported by strong, effective systems of local governance. To an extent, all healthcare leaders have the power to change the environment and culture of healthcare delivery, whether at macro-level or micro-level. Before attitudes and behaviours make a practical difference to healthcare service delivery, systems have to be in place to help ensure that governance arrangements apply equally in all settings to all healthcare professionals.

Weak governance and lack of respect for ethical values can spread like cancer within an organisation, which can only hurt patients. Healthcare governance and ethics should be moral imperatives for anyone working in the healthcare environment, including policymakers, administrators and healthcare leaders. For instance, low-middle income countries such as India, have fragmented healthcare systems, and policy initiatives can fail for any number of reasons, including chronic underfunding, weak systems of governance and ethical codes that are not upheld and do not translate into practice [6,7]. However, this need not be the case and it should be possible to adopt a multi-lateral approach to healthcare regulation and governance, building systems for vertical and horizontal integration into local leadership frameworks.

Even in places where healthcare regulation and governance are bound together in the form of a social contract, the effectiveness of self-regulation in professions such as medicine and dentistry depends on principles of ethics and governance being implemented and respected, which is certainly not always the case. While healthcare everywhere is subject to financial constraint, especially when it comes to the allocation of scarce public funds, weak governance and ineffective regulation combined with deficiencies in local infrastructure and leadership will almost inevitably have a negative impact on patient care.

For example, according to Lui L and Chu Y et al. “Infant mortality in India was 695,852 in 2015 - A rate of 27.7 per 1000 live births” and “India had the largest number of under-5 deaths of all countries in 2015”, well short of targets set by Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 [8]. While causes of this high number of deaths will be multi-factorial, India has long had problems with weak governance combined with low levels of education on medical ethics, and while there is no suggestion that this weakness is a direct cause for the high number of cases of infant mortality, it could be a factor given some of problems in India affecting healthcare regulation and medical education [9].

Conclusion
Healthcare leaders need to be grounded in ethics and governance as well as being in possession of the more traditional areas of knowledge. Leadership training programmes across the healthcare professions need to adopt an integrated approach to help ensure that policies and practices conform to international standards, whilst affording patients adequate protection from unsafe practice. It is hoped that healthcare educators and planners bear this in mind when designing programmes for training future healthcare professionals.

Leaders and educators in global health need to be good at collaborating within organisation, between organisations, within systems, between organisations and if necessary, between countries in order to help reinforce their vision for the future. To this end, respect for human rights should underpin core thinking behind all global health provision, and the integration of leadership, ethics and governance should help to build these values into modern, effective systems of healthcare delivery wherever they are, and particularly where the healthcare needs of minority populations are otherwise left unmet.
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